
GO! Rudy Mug Rug Pattern
Make a cute mug rug for your parents, friends or grand parents!

Light Brown Felt

4” x 4”

Green Felt

6” x 12”

Fabric List
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Green Felt

Cut 2—5-1/4” squares. Using the GO! Circles, lay squares on 5” circle and cut 2 circles.

Dark Brown Felt

Cut 1—4-1/2” x 5” rectangle. Using the GO! Owl, lay rectangle on owl body and cut 1 owl body.

Cut 4—1” x 2-1/4” rectangles. Using the GO! Owl, lay rectangles on owl wings and cut 4 owl wings.

Light Brown Felt

Cut 4—1-1/4” x 1-1/2” rectangles. Using the GO! Owl Accessories, lay rectangles on owl feet and cut 4 owl feet.

Black Felt

Cut 2—1” squares. Using the GO! Owl, lay squares on the 1/2” circle and cut 2 circles.

RedFelt

Cut 1—1” square. Using the GO! Owl, lay square on the 1/2” circle and cut 1 circle.

Cutting Directions

Additional Supplies

Black Felt

3” x 3”

Dark Brown Felt

6” x 8”

Embroidery

Floss

Embroidery Needle

& Pins

Red Felt

2” x 2”

Dies Used

DIE 1

GO! Owl
55333

DIE 3

GO! Circles-2”, 3”, 5”
55012

DIE 2

GO! Owl Accessories
55675

Finished Size: 5” x 6”
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GO! Rudy Mug Rug Pattern

1. Working with one shape at a time, position the nose and eyes on the reindeer and sew the nose and  
 eyes using matching thread and a hand blanket stitch (Diagram A). Tip: Use a small straight pin to   
hold nose and eyes in place while stitching.

2. Position the reindeer on the green circle. Use a hand blanket stitch to sew the reindeer to the back  
ground circle (Diagram B). 

3. The ears and antlers well extend beyond the edge of the circle. Lay one ear on front and one ear on   
back lining up the edges. Pin the ears in place. Starting with a part of the ear that’s on the reindeer,   
sew the ears to the reindeer using a hand blanket stitch. Make sure to stitch through all the layers to   
hold the ears in place (Diagram C).

4. Sew the antlers to the reindeer the same way the ears were sewn in step 3 (Diagram D).

5. Place the other green circle on the back, lining up the circle edges. Use a hand blanket stitch to sew   
the two green circles together. (Diagram E).

Sewing Directions

Diagram A Diagram B Diagram C

Diagram D Diagram E


